Abstract. Decision support systems mean interactive computer systems, which assist to decision making subjects to utilize both data and models to solve non-structured issues. These systems were established mainly on the basis of a risk analysis, utilizing the experience/skills, conclusion making and intuition, enabling very fast and flexible analysis with a good response, enabling the application of manager intuition and judgment this way. However, such decisions are often based on uncertain information. This fact requires the establishment of other decision support models.
Introduction
Decision support systems for manufacturing process support are typically working with many uncertainties. Let us suppose the manufacturing process, for which we require closed loop type of the control cycle, using a decision support system. Structure, as showed in Fig. 1 was based on needs to optimize the controlling procedures based on external, so called limited conditions, and concept targets of the top management as well [1, 2, 3] . DECISION 
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Fig. 1. General Structure of Manufacturing Process Control
Current state of manufacturing process is indicated by means of a monitoring system. This way, the decision support system acquired immediate information covering the behaviour of the given manufacturing process as well as evaluation/assessment of its state. Furthermore, external limit terms/conditions, involving the economic conditions as both the main and determination conditions, are entering into such Decision Support System, affecting the efficiency of particular manufacturing process. Top management targets are the governing rules for behaviour of the overall control system. Furthermore, we consider the fact that time series of different indices are well known, featuring the behaviour of the manufacturing process. The control system is "roofed" with the Decision Support System, which suggests and selects the optimum variant of the manufacturing process.
Upon making strategic decisions on development of certain sphere of manufacturing process, it is very advantageous to utilize the information from previous development, because there are encoded dependencies of their particular components in it. This information may be used for predicting the development for various indices and their subsequent optimization advantageously. Subject matter concerns the tasks of modelling the dependencies of various indices and subsequent evaluation of variants from the point of view of certain optimization criteria.
One of the most frequently used methods for modelling of economic systems utilizes for the description of development the quantities during monitored period of the functional relationship, ensuing from the behaviour of an independent quantity and dependent ones, as well. This must follow necessarily different, mostly considerable deflections in size of independent quantities. This trend is then transferred automatically, quite unnecessarily even into the prognosis of behaviour for given quantity. Effort on the utmost approximation of time series, featuring the behaviour of given quantities, is the most frequent cause of this state.
Let us expect, that n quantities x 1 , ..x n were given, and each of them is described by the time series x i ={x it : t∈T} and furthermore, is given quantity y, dependent on x 1 ,…,x n , featured with a time series y={y t :t∈T}, as well.
Our aim is to determine the algorithm (of linear type), which would determine the quantity y, based on general values x 1 ,…,x n .
(x 1 ,…,x n )→y (1) and this in compliance with the course of time series x 1 , …,x n ,y during the period T.
For this purpose, we will first make the qualitative distribution of the universe for each independent quantity x i focused to describe the zones within the above universes, which are featured with qualitative different influences to behaviour of the dependent quantity y. Theory of fuzzy sets will serve us for this purpose the best [4] .
Thus, for each variable x i we will define fuzzy relation We require that the fuzzy relations R ik , pertinently fuzzy sets A ik will meet the following axioms:
>0, then variation of the quantity y caused by the variation of quantity x i from the value x to x´ is "small".
(III) Degree of probability proposition (2) depends positively on the value of proposition´) ,
Above mentioned axioms (excluding (I)) are formulated inaccurately and predominantly express the intuitive significance of the fuzzy relations R ik. .
Determination of variation in quantity y upon variation of quantity x i from value x to x´, is the basic problem, when only values of discrete time series X i ,Y are available. For the purpose of more precise formulation of the above mentioned axioms we will consider classical model of dependence x i and y, acquired e.g. thru method of least squares approximation, i.e. 
With respect to the fact, that for determination of d i (x,x´) we used to use the relation (2), than is
, and this way the axioms (II) and (III) we can convert into a next unifying one as follows:
(II') Exists such ε > 0, that for each i and values of , ..., , ,...,
Axioms (I), (II') provide us now with a good presumption for construction of the fuzzy sets A ik . To determine A ik we have to specify as follows:
(a) course of the function A ik , (b) position of the function A ik v Re.
If we will suppose, that A ik is of symmetrical type, then we are allowed to define course of A ik as follows
Fig. 2. Course of the fuzzy set A ik
To resolve the task (b) we will focus to the analysis of time series X i with respect to the scatter of length 2c = length Supp A ik and this way, except of others we can obtain even number m i.
Thus, let say, that S is c-scatter in X i , if exist such x,x´,∈ X i , that is valid
For two scatters S, S´ we can write S ≤ S´ iff, for each is valid x ∈ S, x´∈ S´, x ≤ x´.
Then evidently exist the only system of c-scatters {S i } such a way, that
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Construction of the S k is evident: 
(10) Then the determination of the value y=y(x) we will acquire as follows:
First, we should split the set of indices
in dependence on vector x, into three disjunctive subsets as follows:
, : 
For each index j ∈ J we will define a tetrad of values k j , p j , w j , v j , where
, following this procedure:
then two fuzzy sets A j,kj , A j,pj , exist, the carriers are as close to the value x j . as possible. Among v j , j values we would select the utmost, pertinently the least element in kernels of these fuzzy sets. = correspond to these qualitative characteristics the best. That is why for creating the value y=y(x) is natural to use values y(v,k) and y(w,p), just together with weights, being determined by "distance" of vector x from w and v.
Let us have
Furthermore, let for given x the K(x) represents next system of qualitative characteristics doublets 
This way, based on knowledge of time series X and Y we will determine for specified values x a resulting quantity y. The above mentioned system may serve, except of others, as a base for generating of different development alternatives for certain indices, whereas certain probability of its existence may be allocated to each of generated variants. How to select the optimum variant under these conditions, nevertheless, remains an important question. 
Thus, let us suppose, that each variant v ∈ V is evaluated by following vector
Set J i we will interpret to be preference classes for particular quantities v k . That is why all such quantities v k , that k∈J i are of bigger significance if compared with such arbitrary quantity v s that s∈J j , where j > i. Quantities, the indices of which belong to the same group J i are of the same significance.
In next step is a weight h i allocated to the group J i , where
, which expresses the fact, hoe much is the group J i of bigger importance, if compared with other groups. Roughly we can tell that as a part of total importance of vector V the group of indices J i importance is of h i .100%.
evidently, it must be valid that
For each index i∈J we will mark with a symbol q i the following value
Furthermore, let symbols P i , Q i bear following significance:
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Then let us consider
where v, w ∈ V.
This results as follows
Now, let us implement such two fuzzy linguistic variables χ 1, χ 2 that
where U is universe of these variables, τ is a set of terms and M is semantics. 
and semantics are to be defined as follows:
Definition of other values is of classical type, i.e. Each of these fuzzy rules R i then represents a fuzzy relation in universe
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Now, let us have two variants v, w ∈ V and let us define our own relation ≤ as follows. We will 
Conclusions
Presented decision system support has been applied during cooperation with companies in Ostrava region. Obtained results support the pending outcomes. Their experiences are used for further development in the framework of the students theses realised at the Department of Informatics and Computers, University of Ostrava.
